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Abstract—This paper aims to analyse the research scenario related to innovation and reference policies, to provide an innovative Digital Culture Model (DCM - Digital Culture Model) that will respond effectively to those needs. The goal is to establish a model at European level to make a research system, the entrepreneurial/manufacturing model and the Public Administration cooperation. This, to promote a sustainable development of territories and to attract public and/or private capital, enhancing the best experiences in the area (industrial research infrastructures, advanced production facilities and high added value services). The system of cultural heritage highlights Italy, compared with other countries, for quantitative consistency and qualitative varieties. Italy has the largest number of World Heritage Sites. It has an important landscape heritage and can play on the two levels of history and contemporaneity thanks to industrial brands, design, food, wine, fashion, and “The Italian Lifestyle”. The creation, management, protection and enhancement of this heritage has to be better developed, especially by a flourishing market primarily characterized by SMEs (other than few large enterprises) with strong technological knowhow: new materials, innovative construction techniques, measurement and diagnostic tools, 3D modelling and digital platforms are few of the innovations brought by these companies.

Index Terms—Culture Heritage, Societal Challenges, Research Infrastructures, Smart communities, Smart glasses and Smart watch apps.

I. INTRODUCTION

In the “Io Sono Cultura” 2016 Report, the cultural and creative production system worth 6.1% of GDP, with 1.5 million jobs and an economic multiplier of 1.8: the entire cultural chain represents around 17% of National Added Value. The 2016 European Culture Forum showed that the ecosystem of cultural heritage promotes sustainable development and social cohesion, facilitating circulation and exchange of ideas and values.

In this scenario, prompted by European guidelines, it becomes essential that the sector related to culture must be able to exploit the opportunities of technological innovation, in synergy with the Regions, in a view of homogeneity between spatial strategies (structural funds and FSC) and national targets.

This paper focuses on Digital Cultures Model, a multidisciplinary cultural hub designed to foster strategic thinking and to stimulate the growing interest on innovative approaches of cultural planning and regeneration of cultural heritage. The model has been created to back businesses and the entities in the design and in the creation of a strong support network. The goal is to shake the Italian industry, prompting companies to use art and culture as tools capable of providing a contemporary view of the cities, urban centres, museums and universities.

This paper aims to promote the idea of a strategic vision based on the ability to generate a model like the industrial district, where companies and local authorities can co-exist and develop new systemic logics; they are based on a perspective of aggregation that aims to create real “cultural centres”, supported by the entire territorial system that hosts them, revaluing cultural heritage as “value creator” to exploit and assimilate at a central level.

In this context, the importance of cultural institutions, if recognized, can become a powerful value booster, that promote a new ethical, effective and sustainable development model. In this scenario both the tangible characteristics of the industrial sphere of a territory, and the social and cultural peculiar intangible characteristics, become a powerful catalyst of creativity and resources.

The creation of a “Cultural Brand” would give the opportunity to reassess the potential of cultural sector, boosting the skills and the capabilities – both direct and induced – of a territory, to produce shared value.

II. RESEARCH, INNOVATION POLICIES AND REFERENCE SCENARIO

EU guidelines consider strategic objectives both the strengthening of the technological-scientific basis and the development of the conditions for industrial competitiveness. The relation “Towards an integrated approach to cultural heritage for Europe” recognizes the importance of cross-sectoral cultural heritage and recommends a long-term plan that incorporates its protection and enhancement in other programs. In this way, it contributes to the objectives of regional development policies, social cohesion, environment, tourism, education and the digital agenda.

In Horizon 2020, the culture has a central position both in the third pillar of the Societal Challenges (SC3, SC4, SC5 and SC6) and inside the Research Infrastructures (Pillar 1) and LEIT (Pillar 2). In EU2020 the Cultural and Creative Industries (CCI) are considered strategic resources for excellence and catalyst for new areas and business models with great potential in terms of
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employment (especially youth employment), with high added value. This challenge is supported by the Creative Europe framework program which envisages a budget of 1.46 billion for the period 2014-2020.

According to data of “Io Sono Cultura” (I Am Culture) 2016 Report, the ICC in Europe could produce 415 billion euros of profits per year and hundreds of thousands of workplaces. Decisive in this area will be two upcoming legislative measures proposed by the Culture Commission: reform of copyright law and the Directive on audio-visual media and services, aimed at creating a level playing field among operators.

III. TERMS AND CONDITION FOR THE CREATION OF DCM

The complex of museums, monuments and Italian archaeological sites amounts to 4,588 sites, visited by more than 40 million people in 2014, but the potential of many regions is often unexpressed. The 86% of the proceeds from ticket and additional services is in fact produced by only 3 Italian regions: Lazio, Tuscany and Campania.

An analysis of RIS3 documents shows that many Italian regions consider the cultural heritage as a specialisation area worth to invest in for the preservation of existing buildings and for the adoption of new forms of promotion of cultural heritage in interaction with the tourism industry and with the ICC.

In this perspective, the use of digital technologies is the liaison of the regional plans that identify in RIS3 the conditions for the development of territories in synergy with the European cohesion policy.

They underpin the Structural Funds and are oriented to implement the intelligent, sustainable, inclusive growth and the ability to implement enabling technologies in new products, processes and business.

The Digital Culture model aims to become the core of the national innovation ecosystem as part of cultural heritage, serving as a link between supply and demand for innovation, transforming the enabling technologies for application solutions “ready to be marketed” for the main regional production systems, also in an integrated and multidisciplinary way.

IV. TECHNOLOGICAL TRAJECTORIES

A. Technologies for the knowledge and conservation of cultural heritage

Knowledge, diagnostics and conservation of cultural heritage are of prime importance for the development of the territories.

Researches aimed at understanding the geomorphological, historical, archaeological and monumental landscape and heritage are used to start appropriate policies for monitoring, management and protection. To define the best strategies for prevention and conservation, there will be used GIS technologies,
remote sensing, geophysics, non-invasive diagnostic, advanced materials, geo-archaeological and archaeometry reliefs in underwater sites and intelligent optoelectronic devices.

In addition, the chemical and physical varieties of Italian cultural heritage is an enormous wealth but also a difficulty: the development of non-invasive analytical techniques for the study of the materials used in works of historical and artistic interest, together with the study of the interactions that these materials develop when protective and consolidating materials are used, it is an activity with important practical outcomes. These comprehend the study and the inhibition of degradation mechanisms, the interpretation of the enforcement proceedings, the knowledge of the artistic techniques evolution, the authentication and dating (also through the Accelerator Mass Spectrometry, AMS) of all cultural heritage sites in the area.

To learn more of the individual cultural heritage about composition, structural integrity, actions to change / modify the structure and colour, there will be used biomolecular and microbiological diagnostic methods, spectrophotometric and images, as well as nuclear analysis. At the same time, to ensure the protection functions and consolidation of substrates of historical interest, new micro and nano-materials will be developed. Finally, to quantify the economic, environmental and social impact of these solutions throughout the life cycle, there will be used methods of Life Cycle Assessment (LCA), Life Cycle Costing (LCC) and Social Life Cycle Assessment (S-LCA).

B. Monitoring Technologies of Natural and Anthropogenic Factors Impact on Cultural Heritage

Seismic, geological, hydrogeological and environmental hazards affect most of the territories for the presence of volcanoes, geological faults, landslides, industrial plants and other degradation factors that threaten large portions of the cultural heritage. The trials of conservative monitoring to develop stabilization and conservation systems, with lower environmental impact and greater energy efficiency, will allow the definition of a specific cultural protocol and the creation of instruments for the control of microclimatic parameters. Among the techniques for the monitoring of the seismic risk there are: seismic methods, the maps of iso-vulnerabilities and iso-risks, non-invasive diagnostic morphometric techniques, SAR interferometry techniques, Permanent Scatterers geophysical techniques, FEM methods, DEM and limit-analysis for security checks, sensors and array of innovative sensors with high sensitivity, low cost, low power and minimal invasiveness.

Other than the seismic, there are other risks resulting from air pollution and bio-deterioration that require consequences assessments of hydrophobic and non-toxic antimicrobial treatments also by means of photonics and analytical chemistry, to detect the presence of organic and inorganic contaminants.

C. Interoperability Technologies for the Creation of a Digital Eco-System Linked to Cultural Heritage

The analysed model aims to set up and build an “enabling platform” of services for knowledge management and enhancement of cultural heritage, which will provide a set of innovative services, both cross-function and vertical. In the cross-function services the basic mechanisms will be implemented to enable the delivery of superior services ensuring the safety and reliability of the data, interoperability of functions and accessibility of services. The vertical instead, will be employed to support specific functionality areas. The platform will also provide services for collaborative development of services and will allow end users to take advantage of simplified deployment, immediate availability, integrated release cycles, efficient testing, automatic scalability, semantic annotation and extreme portability for new applications management.

Among the vertical innovative services, a major focus will point to the production of cultural transmedia and cross-media content; the technologies and intelligent production platforms of audio / video material and innovative services for the fruition of experiences through multimedia products, are critical both for the creation of a widespread cultural identity and to support the creative cultural industry, raising the employment rate in the sector. Within the DC Model will be deepened policies of management and preservation of digital cultural resources (DCH preservation), as well as audience development, benchmarking methods, analysis results and evaluation of user experience and customer satisfaction from digital channels. Another focus area is the testing of technologies that allow the drainage of digital materials, their storage and use, in compliance with copyright, to allow a knowledge increase of the historical and cultural heritage available for research, education, security and tourism.

In the definition of the Digital Culture Model platform, should be considered both the implications related to the handling of Public Sector Information, and the data and products information gathered. There would be necessary the elaboration of specifically designed privacy solutions, considering recent changes in European legislation, both to preserve the peculiarities of the cultural heritage and to define digital fruition conditions, referring alto to the local political context.

D. Technologies to Enhance and Exploit the Cultural Heritage Through Digital Channels

Frontier technologies for the development of digital services for the enjoyment of the cultural heritage and its promotion are:

- Edutainment based on the use of digital facsimiles of the works or their virtual prototypes, storytelling techniques and “gamification” approach to access the digital content;
- New multi-modal user interfaces (gesture and eye tracking based, brain-computer interfaces) and multi-sensory (haptic and tactile displays can provide a cutaneous feedback, 3D sound displays) can promote social inclusion and accessibility of cultural content to people with physical and cognitive disabilities (blind, visually impaired, elderly);
- Tangible and immersive systems based on Virtual Reality technology, augmented reality and holographic technologies. In addition, mobile technologies, together with the
availability of broadband connection, offer an important opportunity to provide prompt information to tourists on-site, activating social processes that enable the economic development of the artistic and cultural heritage, natural beauty and tourist facilities. In fact, the encounter between “mobile devices” and cultural heritage allows the creation of innovative promotion methods and preservation techniques of the immense artistic and cultural heritage. The systems so conceived, can understand the interests and needs of users, interacting with them in a natural way, to provide the information requested in the right place and time, plan and propose accurate tourism/cultural itineraries.

Among the objectives of the model, there is the construction of a Digital Platform for Mobility, with high levels of integration both intermodal and multimodal, enabling the creation of a network based on the connection and dynamic translation of data, information and services to connect and optimize public and private transport, accompanying the travel experience of the tourists. For this purpose, there will be used ICT technologies and will be implemented and developed APIs to exploit IoT tools.

V. CONSISTENCY WITH NATIONAL AND REGIONAL SPECIALIZATION STRATEGIES

A. Coherence with National Priorities

The Strategia Nazionale di Specializzazione Intelligente (National Strategy of Smart Specialisation, SNSI) has identified five priority areas, of which two in line with the research objectives of the model analysed:

- Tourism, cultural heritage and creative industry;
- Digital Agenda, Smart Communities, infrastructure and intelligent transport systems.

The Digital Culture Model, in line with the SNSI, will take the following actions:

- Enhancement and specialization of the national research system on technologies applied to cultural heritage, through the organization and development of a network of industrial research and technology transfer that can enhance the investment already made in previous periods and orient the priorities of the PNR;
- Human capital enhancement and strengthening;
- To promote the complementarity of planned and financed activities at central and local level, to reduce the risk of duplication or overlap and enhance the impact and sustainability, not only in economic terms but also in terms of results.

B. Coherence with Regional Priorities

The objectives of DCM are in line with the priorities highlighted in the Italian RIS3 and refer to:

- Design and implement multi-channel communication platforms able to raise awareness and anticipate needs of different target audience (web-based technologies for the story telling, country-specific perspective social network and so on);
- Create a digital ecosystem (characterized by an interoperability standard) connected to the culture, open, competitive, non-discriminatory and competitive for the development of integrated software applications;
- Mobile, smart glasses, smart watch apps and digital services development to make more attractive the visiting experience of a site/museum (augmented reality, new media, smart museum and so on);
- Technologies and materials development for the conservation and maintenance of cultural heritage (advanced diagnostics, remote control systems and so on);
- Definition and implementation of monitoring techniques of the effects of pollutants on cultural heritage (sensors, risk assessment, early warning and so on).

VI. DCM ORGANIZATIONAL MODEL

The DCM organizational model is designed to meet the following requirements:

- To work in a perspective of neutrality and impartiality, ensuring the involvement of all stakeholders through appropriate representation mechanisms;
- Light structure to minimize management costs;
- To develop adequate procedures to:
  - Ensure that the proactive role towards national and regional stakeholders are based on a careful analysis on the state of specific technological trajectories;
  - Ensure that the coordination role is the result of a continued and methodical consultation among the participants;
  - Support the multiplicity of actions linked to the area of specialization.

The identification of the organizational structure is based on previous experiences in this field, with particular reference to the projects concerning ‘technologies for smart communities’.

The objectives of DCM can be summarized in the following points:

- To develop and update specific technology roadmaps, intervention priorities and suggestions related to the implementation of innovation policies in the industrial sectors, with particular reference to the creative industry;
- To carry out coordination activities in negotiated planning processes with the public administration for the activities associated to the reference cluster, while assisting stakeholders involved in the development of project activities drawn on public funding (regional, national, European and so on) in the R&D areas;
- To carry out research and plan actions to selectively support the research infrastructures, strengthening their role in the fields related to cultural heritage;
- To develop initiatives for the protection and exploitation of intellectual property of the parties involved in the DCM;
- To facilitate public-private joint ventures and promote the convergence of technologies and applications of the CH, even with matching funds aimed at participating in European opportunities and testing of demand policies (pre-commercial procurement, challenge prize, living labs);
- To encourage the creation and consolidation of new industrial realities also through the acceleration of spin-offs and industrial start-up;
- To promote the internationalization of research results and the companies operating in the cultural heritage sector, through the creation of international research networks;
- To conduct cultural, publishing and communication activities to disseminate the results of research and innovation;
- To develop an effective monitoring and self-assessment system of the participation to the model activities;
- To monitor the activities of the innovation requirements for re-functionalization of “minor cultural heritage”.

VII. ECONOMIC MODEL AND FINANCIAL SUSTAINABILITY

The model of economic sustainability is related to the DCM's ability to create value for the benefit of all its members, through an action of integration and coordination of the research system in the field of cultural heritage on a national and international scale.

The second pillar of sustainability is related to business services both for private and for the public administration, bridging the difficulties that the Italian system highlights in terms of innovation commercialization. This strategy will allow to decrease, more and more, the percentage of public finance necessary to ensure the sustainability of the model.

VIII. RESEARCH EXPLOITATION ACTIONS

DCM will implement continuous exploitation of research actions in three main areas:
- Dissemination of knowledge;
- Supporting to professional profiles placement;
- Supporting of start-ups and spin-offs.

A. Dissemination and Knowledge Transfer Plan

The dissemination plan includes internal communication (to involve targeted to involve internal subject of the model) and outer communication (targeting different stakeholders of the sector). It takes the form of public engagement (business conferences, participation in scientific public events, media presence, social media dissemination) and the open and continuing education through new technologies. The use of massive open online courses, allows the building of a knowledge database opened to all parties interested in the research and development of the model. There will be closed active partnership with the ICOM network (International Council of Museums), UNESCO, with the digiculther network and Italian research infrastructure in the ESFRI roadmap 2016, concerning the social and cultural sector innovation. An “Atlas of Exploitation” will be yearly released to made accessible all the activities of the model in terms of dissemination and knowledge transfer.

B. Professional Placement and Start-up Phase Support Plan

DCM will work to develop professional profiles that combine technological expertise with the specific features inherent to the different areas of the sub-fund (conservation, protection, enhancement and enjoyment). These are “hybrid profiles” will have bases in engineering, architecture, anthropology or economics and must be able to convey the technological and organizational innovations in enterprises operating in the cultural field. Among the initiatives that will be covered, there will be an annual placement event to promote matching between profiles, businesses and cultural workers.

C. Business Creation Support Initiatives (Spin-off and Start-up)

The support activities for business will consist in the supplying of expertise services to researchers interested in enhancing the research activities through spin-offs or start-ups. Moreover, the establishment of incubators aimed at training on the job specific figures, will be an essential resource for start-uppers in the cultural and creative industry.

The support to high-tech new ventures consistent with the DCM mission may take various forms and intensities:
- Services of scientific validation of the idea feasibility and its economic, financial and organizational viability;
- Initial logistic support. The model will offer its participants the opportunity to host the initiative in its facilities and laboratories, for a period to be defined according to the specific case;
- Inserting of the new reality, with a visible role in open innovation communities, linked to the search results of DCM.

Regarding financial support, DCM will present promising initiatives to the entire network of specialised privates or institutions investing in start-ups, with the aim of attracting the largest possible deals.

IX. CONCLUSIONS

The implementation of a system such as DCM, would allow the correct appreciation of Italian cultural heritage and growth of cultural areas with high added value, currently underdeveloped.

The importance of this model is also underlined by the European guidelines clarifying definitively how important is the cultural and creative system for the entire economic system.

The support of advanced technologies such as augmented reality and 3D, which can enhance the unique characteristics of each site, can undoubtedly lead to the creation of a digital ecosystem that can bring out the uniqueness of the Italian territory. These technologies can be widely supported by the Italian industrial reality, characterised by the high intake of technology and know-
how on the market: all stakeholders, from universities to research centres, may be involved as actors in the context of one of the focus of the DCN.

Finally, the entire model is relevant from a financial point of view as it responds to the needs of two groups of subjects which are complementary each other, so that it is self-sustainable in the short term and profitable in the medium-long term.
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